ARC NOW from Burk Technology takes the effort out of remote control implementation. Just tell us about your remote site and we’ll configure your ARC Plus or ARC Solo system for you, complete with monitoring and control points, automated functions using Jet™ Active Flowcharts, email and text alarm notification lists, periodic log capture, report distribution and a comprehensive AutoPilot® custom view.
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OPTIMIZE YOUR SYSTEM DESIGN
Burk’s product experts will help you design the best architecture for your remote control system. Get the visibility and control you need to manage your entire broadcast environment.

GET RUNNING FASTER
ARC NOW means reduced deployment time. Services include configuration of ARC Plus and ARC Solo remote control units, creation of an AutoPilot Custom View and system automation setup using Jet Active Flowcharts.

ABOUT BURK TECHNOLOGY
Burk Technology designs and manufactures high quality transmitter facility control systems for the broadcast industry, with thousands of active radio and TV installations across the US and around the world.

Founded in 1985, Burk brings over 30 years of innovation and continuous improvement to transmitter remote control, setting the standards for reliability, flexibility and ease of operation.
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
Email or text alerts provide instant notification of equipment failures or off-air events. Up-to-the-second status lets you decide whether to drop everything and head to the site in the middle of the night or let it wait for the next scheduled service visit. Save money and sleep soundly.

AUTOMATION KEEPS YOU ON THE AIR
Jet Active Flowcharts make the decisions and take the actions you specify. Automatically switch to a backup system or control a directional antenna array. Maximize uptime and eliminate repetitive tasks.

ASSURE COMPLIANCE
Automated logging and reporting of critical parameters for the transmitter and tower lights demonstrate FCC and FAA compliance.

IDENTIFY PERFORMANCE TRENDS
Early warning thresholds on key parameters identify equipment degradation before failures occur.

CUSTOMIZED TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS
You’ll be working with Burk experts to design a customized system just for your stations.

AutoPilot custom views highlight the information most important to your managers and engineering staff.

Jet Active Flowcharts automate site control using an easy-to-read graphical format that is intuitive and natural.

Email or text alerts provide instant notification of changes in site conditions.

ORDERING INFORMATION
ARC NOW
DESCRIPTION
ARC NOW provides configuration of one ARC Plus or ARC Solo system for control of a single transmitter. Package includes configuration of up to 32 channels with associated alarm limits and notifications. Also included are basic automatic functions, log capture, reports, and a comprehensive AutoPilot® custom view. On-site work not included. Contact Burk sales for additional customization needs.
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For additional information contact Burk Technology at 978-486-0086x700, email sales@burk.com or visit www.burk.com.